








                                       

                                       URBAN SENTINEL: Shadows Of Crime





Industrial Zone - Gotham City

                                       The fog rolled in like a thick blanket, covering the entire city rather quick and complete. The weather hadn't been that great the whole day, and was in a stae of further deterioation as night fell. Most people would normally find it unappealing and dull, staying indoors for the most part. There were those however, who would be out there regardless of the conditions, braving the night to accomplish the goals they might have, be them good or bad, or somewhere in between.
                                       In an industrial area of Gotham City, a man dressed in a jet black suit with white shirt and a dark tie adjusted his fedora as he walked calmly around back, using an alternate access point to gain entry to the property. The man carried with him a shiny, silver carry case, made of reinforced metal. It was bigger than a briefcase, and looked much more important as well. The man didn't look to it once has he continued to the rear of the property, coming to an abrupt halt at his destination, only to find the the unexpected waiting for him as his jaw dropped.
                                       "What the....." he said in a monotone voice. "This.....this wasn't supposed to happen!" he explained in disbelief. "You couldn't have known about this...." he finished, voice trailing off. "Yes," started Batman, his gaze locked on the man, his dark cape concealing most of his form as he stood there, silently. "I could have. Very easily I might add." finished the man also known as the Dark Knight. "I've dealt with your 'associates'." He started. "There is no one able to take delivery of your case, so drop it now, and leave while you still can." he finished, gruffly. The fedora man stood motionless for a moment, before speaking, some fear in his voice.
                                       "You don't understand......He'll be very angry with m-me...." stammered the man, starting to back up a little. The Batman grinned, and replied back as gruff and calm as before. "Leave the case, or I will be even angrier." he stated, starting to reach to his belt for a batarang. The man pondered everything for a few moments, before slowly lowering the silver case to the ground, landing it with a thud on the pavement, then backing away in the direction he came from. Batman nodded. "Good choice." he said, advancing towards the case. The man suddenly turned and bolted back down the side of the property, his fedora flying off in the process, having no intention to stop and pick it up either, too busy saving himself at the moment.
                                       The Dark Knight lifted the silver case off the ground and considered it for a minute. Not waiting to take a chance opening it here, he shoved it under an arm and headed for the Batmobile, located behind the property, hidden in the shadows of a vacant lot. "I'll have to get this to the Bat Cave for analysis." he mumbled, hurrying off into the night, still with much work ahead before taking a breather. After he climbed into the Batmobile and sped off, the night was quiet again, as the weather continued to push fog through the streets of the city.


Gotham Grand Hotel - Gotham City

                                        The sun began to peek through the closed curtains of the hotel room's windows around the edges, lighting up the dullness more and more as time passed. Feeling the sun's warmth on her face, Serena suddenly started to stire from under the covers of the king sized bed, moving some of the covers in the process. "Mmm...." she muttered, moving to hr right and reaching out, but feeling nothing but an empty spot next to her. She opened her eyes, and frowned at the sight of being alone. She sat up and pushed some of her blonde hair out of her face and looked around the room. Jared was nowhere to be seen, and this made her feel lonely.
                                        Serena sighed and was about to get out of bed and start getting dressed, when the door opened suddenly, revealing Jared, who was holding a covered tray of some sort. He walked into the room and closed the door behind him, a smile on his handsome face as he made his way to the nearest table and put the tray down. "Breakfast!" he exclaimed happily, as Serena jumped out of bed and embraced her man, planting a passionate kiss on his lips in the process. Her happiness was evident as she continued to hold onto him, as he took the cover off the tray. "Eggs over-easy, toast, and even some slices of ham!" he exclaimed happily.
                                         She looked to the breakfast he had put together for her, then kissed him on the cheek. "You are so thoughtful!" she remarked. "And too good to me." she said with a giggle. Jared smiled and kissed her on the cheek next. "I suppose." he started. "As long as you're happy, I'm happy." he stated, grinning. As she sat down on the end of the bed to start her brekafast, Jared picked up a glass of orange juice from the tray and took a sip. "What would you like to do today?" he queried, having put the glass back down. Serena munched on some toast before answering. "Let's go for a stroll, and then have lunch somewhere!" she said. "We haven't just gone for a stroll in so long." she finished. Jared nodded. "You're right." he said. "It's been way too long. Let's go for that stroll. Perhaps we can go to Gotham Park as well." he added.
                                           "Ooh, the arbouretum!" mumbled Serena, working on an egg. "That would be perfect!" she replied, before finishing off the egg with gusto. Jared smiled. "Well then, we have our plan." he said, before walking around the large bed and pulling a large backpack out from underneath. The black reinforced bag held his suit and weapons, and he sat on the bed and pondered it for a moment, before shoving it back under the bed. "You're not bringing that on our stroll, are you?" asked Serena, knowing what he was doing. "No." replied Jared. "I am not." he finished, as his wife walked into the bathroom to get ready. 'But I'm always ready, no matter where I go....' he thought to himself, having learned to expect trouble, regardless of where he was.


Batcave - Gotham City

                                             "Hmm. I don't understand why someone would go to all this trouble to shield this case in this manner." mumbled Bruce Wayne to himself, his mask pulled back behind him as he sat in his chair in front of the main computer in his bat cave. He expected something to be IN the case, but it seems the sensitive material was the case itself, having been made of something that the computer couldn't fully recognize. All he knew was that the outer shell of the case could shield anything inside from just about any kind of scan out there, including the majority of his.
                                              The analysis of the interior turned up even less, and this troubled Bruce somewhat. "If no scans can penetrate this case, it would set off alarms in airports or transit hubs, making it hard to transport." he muttered, taking a moment to rub his tired eyes. He had been going at this all night, with little to show. Alfred had come by telling him to take a break, but he had remained in front of the computer, trying to solve this enigma he had walked into. 'The way that meeting was set up, I was sure the case would be filled with contraband.' he thought. 'Instead, I'm dealing with the case itself, which is making little to no sense.' No matter how much he went over it in his head, he wasn't sure what direction he was going in.
                                               "Ridiculous." he mumbled, before getting up out of his chair and heading away from his work station. Bruce decided enough was enough, and wanted to get some sleep, maybe come back at it with fresh thoughts. He meandered down some stairs and out a passage, leading to another chamber. He slowly got out of his bat suit, changing back into normal clothes, and hung the suit in it;s proper place. Bruce then left out another passageway which led to a staircase going up. It wasn't long before he came to a closed, heavy door at the top of the stairs. Bruce punched in a code into a small keypad, and a moment later the door opened into Bruce Manor.
                                                In a manner of minutes, he was in his stateroom and ready for bed, still pondering everything he had seen and done in the last day or so. Laying down on top of the covers, his head was still buzzing as it hit the pillow, wanting to keep the train of thoughts going a little while longer. 'Perhaps I'll indulge in a diversion tomorrow, and give myself some time to be refreshed.' he thought to himself, befpre closing his eyes, and slowly slipping off into the world of the subconsious. Nortmally, it took him a while to get to sleep, but not this time.


Gotham Park - Gotham City

                                               The sound of the water from the fountain repeatedly hitting the surface of the pond was almost enchanting, and made for a peaceful morning in the park. Jared sat next to Serena on a wooden bench, his right arm around her, keeping her close. She rested her head on his shoulder, her long blonde hair blowing over her cheek from time to time in the light breeze that ran through the park. They had walked here happily and slowly, enjoying the stroll that brought them here.
                                               "Oh Jared," whispered Serena to break the calm. "It's so beautiful here." she said of the park, having not even been into the arboretum yet. Jared let out a sigh of happiness. "Yeah, you're right." he said. "It is." he finished, his eyes fixated on the small yellow bird that had just landed atop the fountain. Serena giggled suddenly, having now attached her attention on the same bird, which was flapping it's wings for no apparent reason. She giggled some more. "Let's go visit the arbouretum soon, before I laugh myself all the way to the restroom!" she said with a grin.
                                                Jared almost laughed himself, getting up off the bench and helping her to her feet as well. She put her hand in his, and they walked in the direction of the arbouretum's entrance. The passageway inside was a rather large trellis that the path winded under, covered with flowers and plants. Serena took a sniff of the flowers as she passed them by. "Mmm." she said softly. "Nice." Jared looked about at the many species of plants that lived on either side of the path. He never remembered seeing them in this many numbers and types. 'If only I had a green thumb.' he thought to himself, not very handy when it came to plants and their maintenance.
                                                They kept walking until they arrived in the area reserved for flowers, Serena happily reaching out and poking as many as she could, while sniffing others and giggling. Jared was happy to see how happy she was, and how she had been able to relax and let go of any stress she had from their daily lives, and her role in helping him with the life he lived as his alter ego. They stopped at an information board that described some of the types of flowers, and noticed a man staring down at it, intent on what it said. He was well dressed, wearting a dark coloured suit, and had short, neat brown hair. 'That guy looks familiar.....' thought Jared on closer inspection, before it dawned on him who the man real truly was.
                                                 "Bruce?" asked Jared confusedly, not expecting to see someone like him in a place like this. The man turned and smiled. "Hi." started Bruce Wayne. "Fancy seeing you here in Gotham." he remarked. Jared then remembered he was with someone, and turned to Serena. "Darling, this is Bruce Wayne. Bruce, this is my wife, Serena." he said, introducing them to each other. "Nice to meet you." said Bruce, shking her hand gently. Serena grinned. "And you too Mr.Wayne!" she said with a giggle. Bruce Wayne grinned wryly. "Call me Bruce." he said calmly, before looking back to Jared. "So, what brings you to Gotham?" he queried, wondering what Jared and his wife were doing here, away from Lake City and whatnot.
                                                  Jared looked to Serena, then back at Bruce. "Rest and relaxation mainly." he started. "Serena had never been here before, so I thought we'd take a break and indulge. Lake City is quiet right now anways." he finished, explaining their trip. Bruce nodded. "Indeed." he said, pondering something else. "How about you come by Wayne Manor later? There's something I'm working on that I could use your opinion on." he said. Jared looked to Serena first, who nodded with a smile. "Sure. We'd like that." he replied. "Good." said Bruce. "Nine o'clock. See you there." he said, nodding to Jared, then Serena, before walking off down the trail. Serena glanced at Jared. "Why do I get the feeling there's more than meets the eye here?" he wondered. Jared laughed, then embraced her, and kissed her on the lips softly, amongst the flowers.


Wayne Manor - Gotham City

                                                  "Some place you have here...." said Jared, voice trailing off as looked around the spacious interior of Wayne Manor, with Bruce giving a bit of a tour in the process. They soon came to a room full of statues with weird attire standing inside large glass enclosures. "Wow." said Serena softly, walking up to one of th statues and pondering it. Bruce looked to Jared. "It's a hobby. Collecting these things, I mean." he said. Jared grinned. "Beats my comic book collection!" said Jared, amused at Bruce's collection of whatever these were. Suddenly, a an older man walked into the room and  exiaddressed Bruce. "I believe you have some business to attend to, before it gets too late, sir." he said, his gray hair and glasses and suit something to ponder.
                                                   Bruce pondered him for a second. "Ah yes, thank you, Alfred." he replied, before turning to Jared. "I have something I need to look at. Both of asssaid Jared. "Lead the way." he finished. Bruce nodded and held out a hand at the doorway, motioning them to go through first. "This way." he said, following after them, then slowly taking the lead down a hallway. Before they knew it, they were turning into a rather large yet skinny room, which had a grandfather clock against the side wall. Bruce walked up to the clock and pressed a button on it's left side.
                                                    Without warning, the clock and a piece of the wall it rested on slowly swung open to the right, revealing a passageway that went down into darkness. "Follow me." said Bruce, before disappearing down the stairs. Jared and Serena looked to each other briefly, as Serena grabbed his hand and held on tightly, with Jared leading them into the darkness, the clock door closing behind them as they descended down the stone stairs. There was some lighting spaced out down the passageway, and it was barely enough to see where they were going. Bruce was well ahead, obviously familiar with his surroundings and making good time.
                                                    And without warning, the stairs ended and opened into a larger, cavernous underground area, with much better lighting. Just then, Serena shrieked, as Jared looked up to the ceiling. 'Bats. All over the ceiling. Many bats, seeing as how this is the Batcave after all.' he thought to himself. "It's alright, darling. Just some bats." he said, with Serena taking her time to start moving again. Bruce walked up out of nowhere. "They won't hurt you." he said. "Come." he finished, again turning and headed for what looked like a work area. As they got closer, Jared noticed a ledge with a railing, and went to look over. Down below was a darker area of the cave, with the Batmobile, computer area, and what looked like an armoury as well.
                                                   "And here I thought the subway station was neat!" he muttered with a grin. Serena elbowed him in the ribs softly and giggled. "Oh you!" she said, walking up to Bruce in the work area, which also had computer equipment. Bruce turned on some of the equipment, and laid out a peculiar looking silver case on the table. "I obtained this from a member of a criminal organization thinking it contained something new from the streets." he said, motioning to the case. "Instead, it seems to me that the case IS what they were trying to market. Unfortunately, my equipment can't tell me anything other than it's made of something than can block any kind of scan we can think of running on it." he explained, visibly confused.
                                                    Serena then quickly sat down at the computer terminal, and starting running her hands across the controls. "Hmmm....." she said. "I've seen this substance before." she mentioned, Jared looking at her in awe. "It's called Arkenium. I tried getting some to make some new armour for Jared, but it was too expensive, not to mention untested." he finished, swivelng around on the chair, looking at both of the men.
Jared now looked confused. "And criminals are now able to get it?" he queried, looking to Bruce, who frowned. "Apparently." he replied. "But the only way we'll find out more is if we have some words with more criminals in the near future." he finished.
                                                    Jared grinned. "I figured I might end up saving the day, so I brought my gear along with me. It's back at the hotel." he said. Bruce nodded. "Yes, I think I understand." he said, before turning to his right. "Thank you Alfred, just leave it there." he said, as Jaredand Serena turned to see an older man with grey hair and glasses drop a large duffel bag on the ground, Jared's duffel bag. "As you wish, sir." said the man named Alfred, who took his leave of everyone. "What the...." said Jared, voice trailing off. "I hope you don't mind." said Bruce. "I wanted to save some time." he finished. Jared grinned. "Of course. Let's get to it, shall we?" said Jared, heading for his bag.


Unknown Location

                                                   The night was cool and calm, with no fog in sight this time around. Streetlights burned into the darkness, trying to provide light for whoever might be around, standing there like sentinels. Without warning, the calm was suddenly interrupted by the sound of an automobile racing along at high speeds. There was little or no traffic about the back streets, helping the dark coloured vehicle on it's way through the city. The vehicle was none other than the Batmobile, with Batman driving, and Blitzkrieg sitting in the passenger seat, enjoying the views. Neither of the two men were talking for the moment, but the silence was quickly broken by a video screen inside the car.
                                                    A familiar face was soon looking at them and smiling. "The laboratory should be in view soon." said Serena, who was back in the Batcave sitting behind the main computer terminal, helping to do her part. She had located a lab that might be where the carrying cases were being manufactured. "They are only lab company in Gotham that I found that has a license to buy the components necessary." she explained, looking away at another readout for a moment. It wasn't long before her attention was back on the two men, bust mostly Jared. "Please be careful, ok?" she said, pleading somewhat. Jared just smiled. "Don't worry, we will." he replied. Batman nodded, as the screen went dark again, restoring the quiet in the cabin.
                                                   That was until Batman broke the silence, unexpectedly. "So, you finally married her." he said with a grin. Jared smiled. "Yes Bruce, I did. It was sort of a misadventure in itself, but everything worked out in the end for the better." he replied. Batman nodded. "I can see the sparkle in her eyes when she's with you. You're a lucky man indeed." he stated. Jared raised an eyebrow from behind his mask. "It could happen to you too, you know." he replied. Batman shrugged. "I suppose. But whenever I get close to someone, events happen in which I can't stay attached for too long." he explained. Jared nodded. "I see." he said. Batman brought the speed down of the Batmobile, and turned into a parking lot, driving around the back of the building.
                                                   "Don't worry about me." he said. "Just worry about taking care of her, and always be there for her." he mentioned. Jared nodded. "I have promised her that I will always be there for her, no matter what." he replied. Batman parked the vehicle, and looked to Jared. "Good. Now let's get to work." he said, activating the cockpit. Both men climbed out of the vehicle, and skulked towards the back wall of the lab. It stood several stories high, but the lighting at the rear wasn't very powerful, and they covered the distance with ease. Batman then held something up to his mouth, and spoke into it. "Shields." he muttered. Suddenly, the Batmobile's extendable armour enabled, covering the hole vehicle, and rendering impervious to anything. "Now we can head inside the lab." said Batman, as both men headed to the nearest door.


Batcave - Gotham City

                                                    "Weird." said Serena to herself, swiveling on the hair to face the silver carry case, which she had brought down from the work area to analyze for herself. She had also brought some gear with her, in the form of a laptop and scanner (which Alfred had brought from the hotel as well, not to mention settling the bill so they could stay at Wayne Manor for the remainder of their time). She figured she might need them, and she had been right. It hadn't taken her long at all to unpack everything, and link it to the Batcave's computer as well. She flipped up the laptop to start working, when a small piece of lined paper fell out onto her lap. She picked it up and read a small message scribbled on it. 'Just thought I'd tell you that I love you. - Jared' said the note. Serena smiled, and felt herself starting to tear up for no reason.
                                                      She quickly wiped her eyes and went back to work. "Jared, you thoughtful man you...." she said to herself, still smiling. 'I love you too!' she thought, pondering her man for a moment. "Focus." she mumbled suddenly, before beginning to run some tests on the outer surface of the case. Swiveling the chair back to the main computer, she started to work between both terminals, and bring up different programs to help her with the work. She was so busy doing all of this, that she didn't notice Alfred walking down the stairs towards the computer. 
                                                       "Would you like something to eat, madam?" asked the older man, his bowtie as crisp as ever. Serena was startled somewhat, but hid it well as she turned to the butler. "Hi Alfred. I don't want to trouble you or anything." she replied with a smile. Alfred grinned. "No trouble at all. I have little to do tonight, and besides, I have made some sandwiches for you." he said, walking up to the computer area, holding a metal platter with a cover over it, and a glass of water with some ice cubes off to the side. "Thank you!" said Serena warmly. "You are such a thoughtful man, Alfred. Bruce is lucky to have you around." she stated, smiling at him.
                                                        Alfred smiled. "You are very gracious. I am happy to be of service, of course." he replied. Serena nodded. "Of course." she said looking to the tray. "I'll be  upstairs if you need me." said Alfred, before turning and heading back up the stairs. Serena looked up at him and grinned, before taking the cover off the tray and picking up one of the sandwich halves, taking a bit. "Mmm." she said, savouring the tuna and lettuce, before getting back to the computer terminals. 'Don't get crumbs on the equipment!' she thought to herself, making sure she kept the Batcave clean. 


Menotron Laboratories - Gotham City

                                                        Having now searched two out of the four floors, they were starting to believe the lab didn't have any ties to organized crime, as everything seemed to be in order, and all technology or components were locked up where they should be. 'It's got to be an inside job.' thought Jared. 'How else can a prototype like that carry case get itself out of these confines?' he wondered. Looking to his right, he saw Batman enter another one of the larger lab rooms that they had been searching. After a few moments passed, Jared joined him inside.
                                                        "Find something?" he asked quietly as he walked up to the Dark Knight, who was staring at a display area within the lab. Inside it were suitcases that looked normal, in various colours. "More cases." said Batman, picking one up and examining it. "Except these look like your everyday business accessory." he mentioned. Jared picked one up as well, looking it over. "Now that I think of it, most modern corporations have sophisticated security systems, the likes of which would detect anything out of the ordinary. These cases could be used by the corporations to get sensitive things in and out without anyone noticing." he explained.
                                                         "Yes," started Batman. "And they could also be used to smuggle the wrong things into a corporate head office, if in the wrong hands." he finished. Jared nodded, things starting to make a lot of sense now. "Very shadowy, this whole setup. Not the way I would go about things." he said, still pondering a briefcase. "Perhaps." said Batman, putting the case back. Just as Jared did the same thing, a voice crackled to life over their earpiece comm units. "Guys, I think I figured out something." said Serena, from back in the Batcave. "Go ahead." said Batman. Serena continued. "This case I have here is a prototype. There might be more of these things." she said hurriedly. Jared smiled to himself, happy to hear her voice.
                                                          He nodded, even though he knew she couldn't see him. "We just had the same thought, and found other cases that look like business briefcases." he explained. "Corporate espionage is the name of tthe game here." he said, finishing. Batman nodded. "And a well involved operation." he added. "Unfortunately, it might be someone on the inside getting these things on the streets." he said, looking at another case. Serena seemed suddenly confused. "Why would crooks want these things? I don't understand." she said. Jared stroked his chin. "My guess is they want a piece of the action, for reasons unknown at this time." he explained.
                                                          They were interrupted by the sound of footfalls out in the hallway, and were getting closer. "Gotta run." whispered Jared. "Got company." he finished. Serena whispered back. "Be careful...." she said softly, before cutting the transmission. Jared then looked to Batman, who gestured towards the next connecting room, then back at the taller lab equipment to the left. Jared nodded, silently making his way behind the equipment, while Bruce skulked into the next room and offed the lights. The footfalls were close now, and within seconds, someone had walked into the room, and walked towards the displays that held the cases. Jared decided now would be a good time, and jumped out from behind the tall equipment.
                                                          "Looking for something?" he asked the man, his quarterstaff in hand. The man turned, visibly startled, and dropped the case to the floor. He was wearing a white lab coat, and had brown hair and glasses. A security keycard hung from his coat. Instead of responding, he dashed towards the door as fast as he could, only to stop dead in his tracks, the Dark Knight now blocking the exit. "We can do this the easy way, or the hard way. Your choice of course." said Bruce, sternly. Jared walked up from behind and stood there, pondering the man. All of a sudden, Batman pointed at the man. "I know you." he said. "I stopped you two nights ago at a warehouse complex. You were delivering that prototype to those thugs I stopped!" he exclaimed.
                                                          The man looked defeated all of a sudden. "Y-yes. That was me." he said. Jared was next to speak. "You work here, and yet you're stealing sensitive material?" he queried. "Why would you do such a thing?" The man shuddered at the question, then wiped his brow before answering. "I-I needed money. I've lost too much due to my gambling problem, and a man befriended me one day at the casino and said he could help me pay my bills." he explained. "All I had to do was take a couple things, and he would compensate me." he finished, looking defeated. Jared raised an eyebrow. "It didn't occur to you that this might get you in hot water?" he wondered. The man sat down in an office chair and looked at the ground.
                                                           "I was desperate! I had nothing left....." his voice trailed off, and he started sobbing. Batman looked at the man, his despair consuming him piece by piece. "Tell us who this 'man' is, and where to find him. We'll take care of the rest." he said. Jared nodded his approval, while the man stopped sobbing, and wiped his face with his lab coat and looked up at the two vigilantes. "O-Okay. I'll tell you what I know. I-I can't live like this anymore." he said, straightening up, and preparing to tell them what he knew, in order to release this vice, and start helping himself.


Unknown Location

                                                           They crashed through the pathetic wooden doors with ease, paving their own way into the structure. At some point in time, the doors were sturdy, a work of art themselves that helped to make the old church look inviting, yet stoic. But now, they were nothing more than old wood on an old church that was ready to come apart at the seams, neglected for so long. Blitzkrieg stayed still and looked about before moving, as Batman stood next to him. "No one home?" wondered the Dark Knight aloud. Bliztkrieg kept scanning the large interior, but saw nothing.
                                                           "Disappointing." he started. "I half expected a warm welcoming committee upon arrival. Perhaps our information is bad." he finished, about to walk forward when he suddenly heard weapons lock into place, and a sinister laugh from up ahead. He and Batman both looked about to now see  a handful of men on either side of the main area, some armed with guns, some with melee weapons like baseball bats and crowbars. A single form stood near where the priest would normally conduct sermons at the head of the room, before all the pews that still stood.
                                                             Blitzkrieg shook his head. "What is it with criminals and churches anyways?" he wondered, thinking back to the day of his wedding, when the Syndicate stormed the church and interrupted his proceedings for a short time. The henchmen said nothing, keeping their eyes on the two vigilantes, while the sinister laughing man kept on chuckling, apparently finding someone humourous in all of this. "Well, I wish I had more time for you," he started, his laughing ceased for the moment. "But alas, I do not. Men, make an example of them!" he exclaimed, starting to laugh again at all the henchmen started to charge Batman and Blitzkrieg.
                                                             The two heroes waded into the madness, taking on as many attackers as they could at one time. Gunshots rang out, as those with weapons tried to gain the upper hand. Bodies started to fly left and right, with some henchmen getting back up, ready for more. Blitzkrieg fought fast and furious with his quarterstaff, striking blows on the two nearest henchmen, and taking one done easily. The second one tried to jump him from behind, but he countered with an upswing of his weapon, which connected with the man's head and knocked him out cold. Batman was having the same difficulty, dealing with two men at a time, but careful to not get flanked by more. He let loose two batarangs to deal with foes running towards him.
                                                             They were cut down quickly, allowing Batman to strike a third that had ran up and tried to land some quick punches. He fought back gallantly, landing an uppercut of his own that sent the henchman sprawling on his back. The remaining henchmen started to pull back, just as the two heroes made their push towards the far end of the room. The sinister mastermind, apparently not concerned with the course of the battle, stood his ground and continued to laugh, his arms crossed in front of him, covering his brown suit. His facial expressions almost seemed on the brink of madness, his grin so large, it seemed to have no end.
                                                              Henchmen that had been holding back and firing guns had dropped their firearms in favour of melee weapons, with one even charging with a sword of some sort. Batman whirled to meet the swordsman, and went toe to toe with him, using his armoured wrist guards to deflect the blows as he delivered some of his own. The swordsman started to stagger, but kept on coming. Without warning, the man went limp suddenly and fell to the ground. Standing over him was Blitzkrieg, his quarterstaff in his hands. "Thanks." said Batman, happy for the help. "No problem." replied Blitzkrieg, before both men turned and made their final push.


                                                              "Split up." said Batman quietly, as Bliztkrieg just nodded and took the right hallway into the rear part of the building. There was no need to be stupid just because they had him on the run. Batman took the right hallway and skulked up to the door, listening carefully before doing anything. After some moments went by, he breached the door and found himself in the secure, yet dimly lit rear building, where the priests used to live. It was desolate now, the smaller walls having fallen away, revealing the stone outer walls. The lighting was so poor, and the shadows seemed to thrive, able to conceal anything. Not sure what to expect, Batman did a quick scan with his eyes, and saw nothing moving whatsoever. He was about to advance, when something struck him in his temple with force, sending him to the floor like a ton of bricks, with a thud. He realized his error in judgement too late to do any good.
                                                               Bruce's head was spinning, and he couldn't get his bearings. The sinister man stood over him with a large steel pipe of some sort, still laughing. "You don't get it! This is my operation, ALL MINE!" he yelled. "I want the corporations to go mad and go after each other! I'll keep stealing there crap until they destroy one another! They don't care about us, so I don't care about them!" he explained, still grinning. "What's it to you if some merchandise goes missing? Huh? You really care THAT MUCH? DO YOU?!" he asked rhetorically. "Fah. It doesn't matter. I'll have the men finish you off so I can continue my operation." he said, walking away.
                                                              "Or," he said, stopping in his tracks and turning around. "I'll do it....MYSELF!" he yelled, turning to Batman and raising the pipe above his head, ready to strike. Bruce still couldn't get his bearings. He was defenceless, and could barely move. Suddenly, a hard object connected with the sinister man's jaw, sending him backwards to the ground in a heap. Blitzkrieg followed it up with a knell-down punch to the man's head, knocking him unconcious for a while. He then went over to Batman and helped him to his feet. "Unh..." mumbled Batman. Blitzkrieg looked at his eyes. "Looks like you're seeing stars. I'll help you back to the Batmobile.
                                                              The comm unit came to life all of a sudden. "Are you guys alright??" asked Serena back at the Batcave, some uncertainty in her voice. Jared smiled. "Yes darling, we're fine. Batman is seeing some stars, but he'll be okay." he replied. Serena seemed annoyed. "Why didn't someone contact me? Alfred and I were worried!" she said, frustrated. Jared chuckled. "We were too busy fighting off a plethora of henchmen, but we're fine now." he said, reassuringly. Serena sighed. "Oh well. Police are on there way there from what I can see. Time you guys left." she mentioned. Jared looked to Bruce. "Shouldn't we find out who this laughing oaf is?" he asked. Batman shook his head slowly. "We'll.....we'll talk to Commissioner Gordon tomorrow." he replied, still shaking the cobwebs out of his head, trying to focus more. With that, the comm channel was closed, and the two vigilantes left with haste.


Police Headquarters Rooftop - Gotham City

                                                            
                                                            Shadows could be pierced with light, making them seem not as bad as they might have been. The Bat Signal was achieving this at the moment, shining through the darkness of the night, calling the Dark Knight to the rooftop as it had done many a time before. Commissioner James Gordon stepped out onto the roof from one of the stairwells, his grey hair and trenchcoat both swaying a little in the light breeze. He walked carefully to where the Bat Signal was mounted, and looked out at the city's skyline, wondering where the Dark Knight was. As the man who ran the entire police department, he was always expected to be on time for things. Gordon always made it a point to be on time, or early. 'Batman on the other hand....' he thought.
                                                            "Dammit," he said, looking at his watch. "Where the blzes is he?" he wondered aloud. Suddenly, a familiar gruff voice pierced the quiet somewhere behind him. "You should know better than to ask that." said Batman, emerging from the shadows, along with Blitzkrieg. Gordon flinched for a moment, then turned to face the vigilante. "I hate it when you do that......oh." he stopped, noticing Blitzkrieg. "You've brought a friend I see." he said. Blitzkrieg nodded. "Greetings. They call me Blitzkrieg. I'm from Lake City." he said, putting his right hand out. Gordon met it with his and shook it firmly. "James Gordon, Gotham police." he replied.
                                                             Batman then spoke up again. "Blitz here helped me get some valuable information on those lab thefts, as well as take down those men in the church." he explained. Gordon nodded. "Ah, so that was the colourful blue some of my men saw." he mentioned. Batman only nodded, before speaking again. "What can you tell us of them?" he asked of his friend. Gordon stroked his chin briefly before responding. "Well, it turns out your sinister man is an ex-corporation president." he started. "His name is Bryan Gromett. He used to run Axis Technologies, until the research he started funding caused concern amongst his board of directors, who promptly had him replaced." he explained. "Hence the corporate vendetta." he said, with a serious tone.
                                                             "His men were all criminals with records, recruited on the streets as far as we can tell." he added. Batman pondered for a moment, as did Blitzkrieg. A few silent moments passed, with Gordon looking to both men, waiting for some kind of acknowledgement. Blitzkrieg then spoke up. "Makes sense. The man that was ripping off the lab and giving the stuff to Gromett was lab worker." he said. "This seems like one big inside job, with a little help from your friendly neighbourhood criminals." he finished. Gordon looked puzzled. "How did you come to be involved, if you don't mind me asking?" he queried. Blitzkrieg grinned. "I am in your fair city for some rest and relaxation, and got called into action." he said, as Batman grinned in the background. Gordon shrugged. "Indeed." was all he said back.
                                                            "Thank you for your time, Commissioner. We'll be on our way for the time being." he said, turning to face the edge of the roof. "Thank you for helping keep the city safe, time and again. And thank you as well, Mr. Blitzkrieg." he said graciously. Both vigilantes just nodded, before jumping off the roof. No matter now many times he had seen that happen, Gordon still rushed to the rooftop to look over and see nothing. "What is it with heroes and jumping off of rooves?" he wondered aloud, before turning and slowly heading back to the stairwell door.


Wayne Manor - Gotham City

                                                          The door to the vintage limousine closed shut, Jared rolling the window down to speak with Bruce one last time. "You really don't have to do this you know." he said. "We could have taken a cab." he finished, with Bruce cracking a smile. "It's no trouble really. I'm all too happy to have you be taken to your place, comfortably." he replied. "Until next time." finished Bruce, before stepping back. The limo lurched forward, with Alfred at the wheel. "Not to worry sir. I drive very carefully." said Alfred through the dividing window, from up in the front of the car. Jared grinned. "I never doubted you for a second." he replied, before turning to Serena.
                                                          Her long blonde hair flowed down around the blue dress she wore, accenting her beauty that much more. Smiling, she put her arm around Jared and brought him close, kissing him on his cheek softly. "I had a wonderful time." she said happily. "Gotham is an amazing city." she finished, resting her head on his shoulder. Jared smiled and kissed her forehead. "It is, isn't it? We'll have to come back in the near future." he mentioned. Serena laughed. "Yes we will, and I want to see Alfred again too!" she said, looking forward. Alfred kept his eyes on the road, but managed a smile, tipping his chaffeur's hat in acknowledgement.
                                                          The large car trundled on, making it's way through the city and towards the airport. It had been an eventful, yet relaxing week here in Gotham, yet as much as he enjoyed it, Jared was looking forward to sleeping in his own bed again, with his favourite pillow. 'Hell, even heroes need to sleep once in a while!' he thought to himself, grinning. He brought Serena a little closer, keeping her in an embrace, while taking in the scenery. "Goodbye, Gotham....." he muttered, as the car continued on it's journey to the airport, the morning sun now rising overhead, the blue sky making for a picturesque backdrop against the towering skyline of the city.



                                                          THE END
                                                            

